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Introduction 
 
Multiphase gas-liquid-solid flows are frequently encountered in a variety of industrial processes 
for the production of synthetic fuels and base chemicals. Examples of relevant process equipment 
include Slurry Bubble Columns (SBC) and Trickle Bed Reactors (TBR). Due to the very complex 
topological changes of the interfaces (gas-liquid and liquid-solid), a correct description of the 
interaction between the phases is extremely difficult. In this paper a novel simulation approach 
will be presented for complex multiphase flows accounting for i) all important mutual 
interactions between the phases ii) complex changes in the topology of the interfaces. In view of 
its fundamental nature, it is an important complementary tool in developing closure equations for 
Eulerian and/or Lagrangian approaches, which do not capture in sufficient detail the complex 
topological changes of the interfaces. 
 
Computational model 
 
Our model is based on a combined Immersed Boundary (IB) and Volume Of Fluid (VOF) 
approach applied for non-deformable (i.e. solid particles) and deformable (i.e. bubbles and/or 
droplets) bodies respectively. Our implementation of the IB-method is based on the Direct 
Forcing Method to enforce the no-slip boundary condition at the solid surfaces with so-called 
Lagrangian force points. The method offers considerable flexibility for the description of non-
spherical (moving) particles. The VOF method (Scardovelli and Zaleski, 1999; van Sint Annaland 
et al., 2005) constitutes a powerful and efficient Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) technique 
for complex free surface problems. Our VOF implementation is based on a piecewise linear 
interface representation (PLIC-VOF) for two-material flows embedding a three-dimensional 
version of the CSF model for the computation of the surface tension force. 
  
Results 
 
In this paper the physical foundation of the combined IB-VOF model will be presented together 
with illustrative computational results highlighting the capabilities of this hybrid model to study 
in detail bubble-particle and droplet-particle impacts. As an example, we show in the figure 
below the impact of a falling spherical liquid droplet on a stationary solid particle of the same 
diameter (0.02 m). As evident from this figure, the combined IB-VOF method can deal with free 
surface flow problems in complex geometries with substantial change in interface topology. Thus, 
the developed method constitutes an important research tool to study complex multiphase flows 
in detail. 



 

 
 
Figure 1:  Impact of a falling drop of liquid (initial diameter 0.02 m) on a stationary spherical particle 
(diameter 0.02 m) in a gaseous atmosphere (liquid-to-gas density and viscosity ratios equal 100) using a 
40x40x80 computational grid. 
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